GM SATURN PLANT – SPRINGHILL, TN

THE FACTS

INDUSTRY: Automotive
METAL PARTS: Engines

RUST PREVENTION NEEDED:
Long-term storage of approx. 30,000 engines
• Needed to be packed dry & free of additional oils
• Ability to see engines through film/packaging
• Cost and timing critical

THE RESULTS

ARMOR RUST PREVENTION SOLUTION:
DEFENDER™ VCI clear bag, ARMOR WRAP® MPI, &
ARMOR SHIELD® 4 oz. clay Tyvek desiccant
• Clean, safe and easy; ready-to-use upon request
• Cost and time savings
• All engines remained rust free

ARMOR SOLUTION RESULTED IN 30,000 ENGINES RUST FREE FOR 7+ YEARS

For more than 35 years,
Armor Protective Packaging® has provided clean, safe, easy and effective rust prevention and rust removal products that are designed to protect metal while in-process, during transport or in storage.